Friends of the Sojourner Truth Library
Acquisitions July 2001 – June 2002

Academic Leadership: A Practical Guide to Chairing the Department / by Deryl R. Leaming; foreword by Robert M. Diamond.
Call No: STACKS LB2341 .L269 1998

Advanced Organic Chemistry / by Frank A. Carey and Richard J. Sundberg.

Adventures in Modeling: Exploring Complex, Dynamic Systems with StarLogo / by Vanessa Stevens Colella, Eric Klopfer, Mitchel Resnick; with illustrations by Michelle Hlubinka.
Call No: STACKS QA76.9 .C65 C63 2001

After Southern Modernism: Fiction of the Contemporary South / by Matthew Guinn.
Call No: STACKS PS261 .G84 2000

Age Works: What Corporate America Must Do to Survive the Graying of the Workforce / by Beverly Goldberg.
Call No: STACKS HD6280 .G65 2000

Agent Mediated Electronic Commerce II: Towards Next-Generation Agent-Based Electronic Commerce Systems / by Alexandros Moukas, Carles Sierra, Fredrik Ygge (eds.).
Call No: STACKS HF5548.32 .A34 2000

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering: First International Workshop, AOSE 2000, Limerick, Ireland, June 10, 2000: revised papers / by Paolo Ciancarini, Michael J. Wooldridge (eds.).
Call No: STACKS QA76.758 .A57 2000

The AIDS Movie: Representing a Pandemic in Film and Television / by Kylo-Patrick R. Hart.

Call No: STACKS RC271 .A62 G85 2000

American Cultural Pluralism and Law / by Jill Norgren and Serena Nanda.
Call No: STACKS KF4755 .N67 1996

The American Dole: Unemployment Relief and the Welfare State in the Great Depression / by Jeff Singleton.
Call No: STACKS HV91 .S555 2000

American Poverty in a New Era of Reform / by Harrell R. Rodgers, Jr.
Call No: STACKS HC110 .P6 R638 2000
American Psychology & Schools: A Critique / by Seymour B. Sarason.
Call No: STACKS BF121 .S28 2001

The American Revolution: Writings from the War of Independence.
Call No: STACKS E203 .A579 2001

Ancient African Metallurgy: the Socio-cultural Context / by Michael S. Bisson ... [et al.];
edited and with a foreword by Joseph O. Vogel.
Call No: STACKS GN645 .A52 2000

Ancient Infrastructure: Remarkable Roads, Mines, Walls, Mounds, Stone Circles: A
Catalog of Archaeological Anomalies / compiled by William R. Corliss.
Call No: STACKS GN741 .C578 1999

And I will Dwell in Their Midst: Orthodox Jews in Suburbia / by Etan Diamond.
Call No: STACKS BM229 .T67 D53 2000

Annie on My Mind / by Nancy Garden.
Call No: YOUNG ADULT PZ7 .G165 An 1992

The Anthology and the Rise of the Novel: from Richardson to George Eliot / by Leah
Price.
Call No: STACKS PR851 .P74 2000

Anthropology Through the Looking-glass: Critical Ethnography in the Margins of
Europe / by Michael Herzfeld.
Call No: STACKS GN33 .H47 1987

Aquinas: Moral, Political, and Legal Theory / by John Finnis.
Call No: STACKS JC121 .T453 F55 1998

Arcana Mundi: Selected Works, 1979-2000 / by Jan Harrison; essay by Linda
Weintraub.
Call No: STACKS N6537 .H3623 A4 2001 (also in Special Collections)

The Art of Cause Marketing: How to Use Advertising to Change Personal Behavior and
Public Policy / by Richard Earle.
Call No: STACKS HF5414 .E38 2000

The Art of Drawing / by Bernard Chaet.
Call No: STACKS NC730 .C45 1983b

As Good As I Could Be: A Memoir of Raising Wonderful Children in Difficult Times / by
Susan Cheever.
Call No: STACKS HQ759 .C515 2001

Call No: STACKS LB3051 .E265 2000

Assessment of Practices in Early Elementary Classrooms: APEEC / by Mary Louise
Hemmeter ... [et al.].
Call No: STACKS LB1513 .A78 20...
At Peril: Stories of Injustice / by Thomas J. Cottle.
Call No: STACKS HN59.2 .C676 2001

Aum Shinrikyo's Impact on Japanese society / by Daniel A. Metraux.
Call No: STACKS BP605 .O88 M48 2000

Avoiding the Apocalypse: the Future of the Two Koreas / by Marcus Noland.
Call No: STACKS HC467 .N658 2000

The Awakening and Other Stories / by Kate Chopin; edited by Nina Baym; introduction by Kaye Gibbons.
Call No: STACKS PS1294 .C63 A6 2000b

Basic Photographic Materials and Processes / by Leslie Stroebel ... [et al.].

Basic Scanning Guide for Photographers and Other Creative Types / by Rob Sheppard.
Call No: STACKS TK7882 .S3 S54 2001

Beauty Matters / edited by Peg Zeglin Brand.
Call No: STACKS HQ1219 .B348 2000 (2 copies)

Call No: STACKS QA76.9 .H85 L49 1998

Behavioral Observation: Technology and Applications in Developmental Disabilities / edited by Travis Thompson, David Felce, and Frank J. Symons.
Call No: STACKS RC570.2 .B44 2000

Best Companions: Letters of Eliza Middleton Fisher and Her Mother, Mary Hering Middleton, from Charleston, Philadelphia, and Newport, 1839-1846 / edited by Eliza Cope Harrison.
Call No: STACKS CT275 .F5598 A4 2001

Call No: STACKS GN452.5 .B48 1991

Beyond the Writers' Workshop: New Ways to Write Creative Nonfiction / by Carol Bly.
Call No: STACKS PE1404 .B5896 2001

Call No: STACKS SB191 .R5 C35 2001

Black Zion: African American Religious Encounters with Judaism / edited by Yvonne Chireau, Nathaniel Deutsch.
Call No: STACKS Ei84.36 .A34 B53 2000

Call No: STACKS UB256 .U6 B36
Border Games: Policing the U.S.-Mexico Divide / by Peter Andreas.
   Call No: STACKS HJ6690 .A7 2000

Bringing chemistry to life: from matter to man / by R.J.P. Williams and J.J.R. Frausto da Silva.
   Call No: STACKS QD33 .W718 1999

Britain and the Jews of Europe, 1939-1945 / by Bernard Wasserstein.
   Call No: STACKS D804.45 .G7 W37 1999

   Call No: STACKS ML410 .B4 C24 2000

The Cambridge Companion to Berlioz / edited by Peter Bloom.
   Call No: STACKS ML410 .B5 C27 2000

The Cambridge Companion to Early Greek Philosophy / edited by A.A. Long.
   Call No: STACKS B188 .C35 1999

The Cambridge Companion to Keats / edited by Susan J. Wolfson.
   Call No: STACKS PR4837 .C27 2001

The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare / edited by Margreta de Grazia and Stanley Wells.
   Call No: STACKS PR2894 .C33 2001

The Canterbury Tales / by Geoffrey Chaucer; translated into modern English by Ronald L. Ecker and Eugene J. Crook.
   Call No: STACKS PR1870 .A1 E27 1993 (2 copies)

Caring Classrooms/Intelligent Schools: the Social Emotional Education of Young Children / by Jonathan Cohen, editor; foreword by James P. Comer.
   Call No: STACKS LB1072 .C35 2001

   Call No: STACKS B783 .A4 E5 1998

The Challenge of Democracy: Government in America / by Kenneth Janda, Jeffrey M. Berry, Jerry Goldman.
   Call No: STACKS JK274 .J36 1999

Charles S. Peirce’s Philosophy of Signs: Esays in Comparative Semiotics / by Gerard Deledalle.
   Call No: STACKS B945 .P44 D434 2000

Chinese Perspectives in Rhetoric and Communication / edited by D. Ray Heisey.
   Call No: STACKS P92 .C5 C52 2000

Chrysanthemum / by Kevin Henkes.

Class Act: the Jazz Life of Choreographer Cholly Atkins / by Cholly Atkins and Jacqui Malone.
Call No: STACKS GV1785 .A84 A3 2001

Climbing Back: Poems / by Dionisio D. Martinez.
Call No: STACKS PS3563 .A733334 C58 2001

Co-ordination in Artificial Agent Societies: Social Structures and Its Implications for Autonomous Problem-Solving Agents / by Sascha Ossowski.
Call No: STACKS QA76.76 .I58 O87 1999

Call No: STACKS T58.5 .L38613 1999

The Commons: Its Tragedies and Other Follies / edited by Tibor R. Machan.
Call No: STACKS HD1286 .C65 2001

The Competent Classroom: Aligning High School Curriculum, Standards, and Assessment- a Creative Teaching Guide / by Allison Zmuda and Mary Tomaino; foreword by Patricia Wasley.
Call No: STACKS LB1607.5 .Z68 2001

Call No: STACKS N6494 .C63 C597 1999

Conflict in Context: Understanding Local to Global Security / by Gayle Mertz and Carol Miller Lieber.
Call No: STACKS HM1126 .M47 2001

Contemporary Cultural Theory / by Andrew Milner.
Call No: STACKS HM623 .M55 1994

The Continuum Encyclopedia of Children's Literature / Bernice E. Cullinan and Diane G. Person, editors.
Call No: REFERENCE PN1008.5 .C66 2001

Call No: STACKS QA76.76 .I58 C53 1999

Call No: STACKS QA76.76 .I58 C53 2000

Creating Websites That Wow! / by Mark


Call No: STACKS B1302 .E65 P67 2000

Cuba: the Contours of Change / edited by Susan Kaufman Purcell, David J. Rothkopf.
Call No: STACKS HC152.5 .C7984 2000

The Cuban Counterrevolution / by Jesus Arboleya ; translated by Rafael Betancourt.
Call No: STACKS F1787 .A6613 2000

D.H. Lawrence and the Bible / by T.R. Wright.
Call No: STACKS PR6023 .A93 Z958 2000

Call No: STACKS PN4759 .L85 2001

Dakota Cross-bearer: the Life and World of a Native American Bishop / by Mary E. Cochran; with an introduction by Raymond A. Bucko and Martin Brokenleg.
Call No: STACKS E99 .S22 J65 2000

Damien Hirst(R) Pictures from the Saatchi Gallery / by Damien Hirst.
Call No: STACKS N7433.4 .H57 A4 2001

The Deleuze Connections / by John Rajchman.
Call No: STACKS B2430 .D454 R34 2000

Democracy: a History of Ideas / by Boris DeWiel.
Call No: STACKS JC421 .D48 2000

Call No: STACKS DF275 .D35 1998

Call No: RESERVE LC1091 .G83 1997

The Development of a Common Framework Scale of Language Proficiency / by Brian North.
Call No: STACKS P53.4 .N67 2000

Call No: REFERENCE K3239.3 .G53 1996

Dictionary of Shakespeare / by Louise McConnell.
Call No: REFERENCE PR2892 .M398 2000

Disarmed Democracies: Domestic Institutions and the Use of Force / by David P. Auerswald.
Call No: STACKS UA11 .A84 2000
Divided We Stand: American Workers and the Struggle for Black Equality / by Bruce Nelson.
  Call No: STACKS HD8081 .A65 N45 2001

Divinity and History: the Religion of Herodotus / by Thomas Harrison.
  Call No: STACKS D58 .H7 H37 2000

Donald Barthelme: the Genesis of a Cool Sound / by Helen Moore Barthelme.
  Call No: STACKS PS3552 .A76 Z58 2001

Drama Contemporary: India: Plays / by Girish Karnad ... [et al.]; edited by Erin B. Mee.
  Call No: STACKS PK5437 .D73 2001

  Call No: STACKS TR185 .B32 2001

The Education of Laura Bridgman: First Deaf and Blind Person to Learn Language / by Ernest Freeberg.
  Call No: STACKS HV1624.B7 F74 2001

An Educator's Guide to Block Scheduling: Decision Making, Curriculum Design, and Lesson Planning Strategies / by Mary M. Bevevino ... [et al.].
  Call No: STACKS LB3032.2 .E38 1999

Effective Teaching Methods / by Gary D. Borich.
  Call No: STACKS LB1025.3 .B67 2000

  Call No: STACKS LB1139.23 .E58 2001

Empire Falls / by Richard Russo.
  Call No: STACKS PS3568 .U812 E4 2001


Encyclopedia of interest groups and lobbyists in the United States / by Immanuel Ness.


Encyclopedia of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois Confederacy) / edited by Bruce Elliott Johansen and Barbara Alice Mann.
  Call No: REFERENCE E99 .I7 E53 2000

  Call No: REFERENCE HA37 .U55 E53 2000

The End of Privacy: How Total Surveillance Is Becoming a Reality / by Reg Whitaker.
  Call No: STACKS JF1525 .I6 W49 2000
The Enigma of Anna O.: a Biography of Bertha Pappenheim / by Melinda Given Guttmann.
Call No: STACKS DS135 .G5 P344 2001

Call No: STACKS HF1379 .E547 2000

The Epidemic of Rape and Child Sexual Abuse in the United States / by Diana E.H. Russell, Rebecca M. Bolen.
Call No: STACKS HV6561 .R86 2000 (2 copies)

The eProcess Edge: Creating Customer Value and Business Wealth in the Internet Era / by Peter Keen, Mark McDonald.
Call No: STACKS HD30.28 .K44 2000

Essays of the Masters / edited with an introduction by Charles Neider.
Call No: STACKS PN6142 .N4 2000

Call No: STACKS PE1128 .C37 2000

Exploring the Moral Heart of Teaching: Toward a Teacher's Creed / by David T. Hansen.
Call No: STACKS LB1775 .H282 2001

The Factory Girl and the Seamstress: Imagining Gender and Class in Nineteenth Century American Fiction / by Amal Amireh.
Call No: STACKS PS374 .W6 A45 2000

Failing the Crystal Ball Test: the Carter Administration and the Fundamentalist Revolution in Iran / by Ofira Seliktar.
Call No: STACKS JZ1480 .A57 I7 2000

Family / by Pa Chin; introduction by Olga Lang; translated by Sidney Shapiro.
Call No: STACKS PL2780 .F4 C5513 1989

Call No: STACKS PN2598 .K4 B58 2001

Call No: STACKS KF8205 .R87 2000

Femicide in Global Perspective / by Diana E.H. Russell, Roberta A. Harmes, editors.
Call No: STACKS HV6250.4 .W65 F464 2001

Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers: from Structuralism to Postmodernity / by John Lechte.
Call No: REFERENCE B804 .I37 1994

Fighting the Wrong Enemy: Antiglobal Activists and Multinational Enterprises / by Edward M. Graham
   Call No: STACKS HD2755.5 .G722 2000

   Call No: STACKS LB2331.72 .S68 1998

   Call No: STACKS KF224 .J64 G65 2000 (2 copies)

   Call No: OVERSIZE N8193 .C6 F58 1998

For Grandmas Who Do Windows / by Amy C. Lowenstein.
   Call No: STACKS QA76.76 .W56 L69 2000

   Call No: STACKS E840 .F677 2001

Frank D. Gilroy.

   Call No: STACKS KF4772 .C87 2000

   Call No: STACKS Q181 .F8348 2001

Friendship in the Classical World / by David Konstan.
   Call No: STACKS BF575 .F66 K66 1997

Fundamentals of Soils / by John Gerrard.
   Call No: STACKS S591 .G44 2000

   Call No: STACKS DS850 .A36 2000

Gender Matters: Rereading Michelle Z. Rosaldo / edited by Alejandro Lugo and Bill Maurer.
   Call No: STACKS HQ1075 .G43 2000

   Call No: STACKS HQ1075.5 .S65 G46 2000
Geometry of Curves / by John W. Rutter.  
Call No: STACKS QA567 .R78 2000

Getting an Academic Job / by Jennie Jacobs Kronenfeld, Marcia Lynn Whicker.  
Call No: STACKS LB2332.72 .K76 1997

Getting It Published: A Guide for Scholars and Anyone Else Serious About Serious Books / by William Germano.  
Call No: STACKS PN161 .G46 2001

Call No: STACKS HV6626.2 .G65 1999

Global Electronic Commerce: A Policy Primer / by Catherine L. Mann, Sue E. Eckert, Sarah Cleeland Knight.  
Call No: STACKS HF5548.32 .M36 2000

Call No: STACKS HC59 .T36 2000

Globalization on Trial: the Human Condition and the Information Civilization / by Farhang Rajaei.  
Call No: STACKS JZ1318 .R35 2000

God, Gulliver, and Genocide: Barbarism and the European Imagination, 1492-1945 / by Claude Rawson.  
Call No: STACKS PR3724 .G8 R38 2001

Going native: Indians in the American Cultural Imagination / by Shari M. Huhndorf.  
Call No: STACKS E98 .P99 H85 2001

Gothic Architecture / by Paul Frankl ; revised by Paul Crossley.  
Call No: RESERVE NA5453 .F683 2000

Grammar for English language Teachers / by Martin Parrott.  
Call No: STACKS PE1404 .P37 2000

Call No: STACKS DF78 .S2813 2000

Call No: STACKS RC552 .P67 G76 2000

Guns and Ballot Boxes: East Timor's Vote for Independence / edited by Damien Kingsbury.  
Call No: STACKS DS646.57 .G87 2000

Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution / by Steven Levy.
Call No: STACKS QA76.6 .L469 2001

*Handbook of Public Relations* / Robert L. Heath, editor; Gabriel Vasquez, contributing editor.
Call No: STACKS HD59 .H267 2001

*Helping Adolescents in School* / by Tony Branwhite.
Call No: STACKS LB1027.55 .B72 2000

*Here's Looking at You: Hollywood, Film, and Politics* / by Ernest Giglio.

*Historic Documents Index, 1972-1999.*
Call No: REFERENCE E839.5 .H57 Index

Call No: REFERENCE KF5107.5 .H57 2000

*A History of Western Society* / by John P. McKay, Bennett D. Hill, John Buckler.
Call No: STACKS CB245 .M38 1999

Call No: STACKS LB3011 .C886 2001

*How to Solve It: Modern Heuristics* / by Zbigniew Michalewicz, David B. Fogel.
Call No: STACKS QA63 .M53 2000b

*How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics* / by N. Katherine Hayles.
Call No: STACKS Q335 .H394 1999

*I of the Vortex: from Neurons to Self* / by Rodolfo Llinas.
Call No: STACKS QP411 .L56 2001

*I, Claudia II: Women in Roman Art and Society* / edited by Diana E.E. Kleiner and Susan B. Matheson.
Call No: STACKS N5763 .I253 2000

*I Take Your Hand in Mine--*: A Play Suggested by the Love Letters of Anton Chekhov and Olga Knipper* / by Carol Rocamora.
Call No: STACKS PS3568 .O3213 I15 2000

*I Will Wear No Chain!*: A Social History of African-American Males* / by Christopher B. Booker.
Call No: STACKS E185.86 .B635 2000 (2 copies)

*Illustrator 9 for Windows and Macintosh* / by Elaine Weinmann, Peter Lourekas.
Call No: STACKS T385 .W45412 2001

*Imagining Each Other: Blacks and Jews in Contemporary American Literature* / by Ethan Goffman.
Call No: STACKS PS173 .N4 G64
Imagining Grace: Liberating Theologies in the Slave Narrative Tradition / by Kimberly Rae Connor.
   Call No: STACKS BT83.57 .C68 2000

Imagining the Holocaust / by Daniel R. Schwarz.
   Call No: STACKS PN56 .H55 S35 1999

In Her Hands: Craftswomen Changing the World / by Paola Gianturco and Toby Tuttle; foreword by Alice Walker.
   Call No: OVERSIZE TT127 .G53 2000

In the Eye of the Storm: Growing up Jewish in Germany, 1918-1943: A Memoir / by Herbert A. Strauss.
   Call No: STACKS DS135 .G5 S76 1999

In the Shadow of the Prague Spring: Romanian Foreign Policy and the Crisis in Czechoslovakia, 1968 / by Mihai Retegan.
   Call No: STACKS DR267 .R47 2000

In Therapy We Trust: America's Obsession with Self-Fulfillment / by Eva S. Moskowitz.
   Call No: STACKS HN64 .M872 2001

Inner Lives of Deaf Children: Interviews and Analysis / by Martha Sheridan; foreword by Patricia Elizabeth Spencer and I. King Jordan.
   Call No: STACKS HV2391 .S58 2001

Inner Vision: An Exploration of Art and the Brain / by Semir Zeki.
   Call No: STACKS N71 .Z45 1999

Inquiry-Based English Instruction: Engaging Students in Life and Literature / by Richard Beach & Jamie Myers; foreword by Jerome C. Harste.
   Call No: STACKS LB1631 .B355 2001

Integral Europe: Fast-Capitalism, Multiculturalism, Neofascism / by Douglas R. Holmes.
   Call No: STACKS D2009 .H65 2000

Intellectual Property Rights, the WTO, and Developing Countries: the TRIPS Agreement and Policy Options / by Carlos M. Correa.
   Call No: STACKS K1401 .C679 2000

   Call No: STACKS QA76.9 .D3 I55864 2000

International Directory of Company Histories.
   Call No: REFERENCE HD2721 .I63 1988, v. 39

Internet Ethics / edited by Duncan Langford.
   Call No: STACKS TK5105.875 .I57 I547 2000
  Call No: STACKS GN345 .D46 1997

Issues in Agent Communication / Frank Gignum, Mark Greaves (eds.).
  Call No: STACKS QA76.76 .I58 I595 2000

The Japanese Economy Reconsidered / by Makoto Itoh.
  Call No: STACKS HC462.5 .I86 2000

Java and XML / by Brett McLaughlin.
  Call No: STACKS QA76.73 .J38 M39 2000

Job Search in Academe: Strategic Rhetorics for Faculty Job Candidates / by Dawn M.
  Formo and Cheryl Reed; foreword by W. Ross Winterowd.
  Call No: STACKS LB2331.72 .F67 1999

  Call No: STACKS PR3424 .J64 2000

A Journey Through the Cold War: A Memoir of Containment and Coexistence / by
  Raymond L. Garthoff.
  Call No: STACKS E748 .G27 2001

Judgement of the Pharaoh: Crime and Punishment in Ancient Egypt / by Joyce
  Tyldesley.
  Call No: STACKS HV9960 .E39 T95 2000

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels: Collected Works.
  Call No: STACKS HX39.5 .A16 1975, v. 48

Korean Immigrants and the Challenge of Adjustment / by Moon H. Jo.
  Call No: STACKS E184 .K6 J6 1999

Kurt Weil : A Life in Pictures and Documents / by David Farneth with Elmar Juchem and
  Dave Stein; designed by Bernard Schleifer.
  Call No: STACKS ML410 .W395 F37 2000

La Revolucion: Mexico’s Great Revolution as Memory, Myth & History / by Thomas
  Benjamin.
  Call No: STACKS F1234 .B465 2000

Language Disorders From Infancy Through Adolescence: Assessment & Intervention / 
  by Rhea Paul; photographs by Shelah Johnson and Patrick Watson; drawings by Ruth
  Chapin Finn.
  Call No: STACKS RJ496 .L35 P38 2001

  Call No: STACKS HV2474 .S69 2001

Latinas on Stage / edited by Alicia Arrizon and Lillian Manzor.
  Call No: STACKS PS153 .H56 L38 2000
The Law in Classical Athens / by Douglas M. MacDowell.  
Call No: STACKS KL4115 .A75 M32 1986

Call No: STACKS DT381 .H465 2000

Learner English: A Teacher's Guide to Interference and Other Problems / [edited by]  
Michael Swan and Bernard Smith.  
Call No: STACKS PE1128 .A2 L36 2001

Learning and Not Learning English: Latino Students in American Schools / by  
Guadalupe Valdes.  
Call No: STACKS PE1129 .S8 V26 2001

The Ledge / by Michael Collier.  
Call No: STACKS PS3553 .O474645 L43 2000

Lesson Planning: Long-Range and Short-Range Models for Grades K-6 / by Linda  
Karges-Bone.  
Call No: STACKS LB1027.4 .K37 2000 (2 copies)

Lessons for New Teachers / by Vito Perrone.  
Call No: STACKS LB2844.1 .N4 P47 2000

Let the Part Play You: A Practical Approach to the Actor's Creative Process / by Anita  
Jesse.  
Call No: STACKS PN2061 .J45 1998

Letters of Charles Demuth, American Artist, 1883-1935 / edited by Bruce Kellner for The  
Demuth Foundation, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  
Call No: STACKS ND237 .D36 A3 2000

Leviticus; A Commentary / by Martin Noth.  
Call No: STACKS BS1255.3 .N613

Liberals and Communitarians / by Stephen Mulhall and Adam Swift.  
Call No: STACKS JC578 .M78 1996

with a foreword by William Sims Bainbridge.  
Call No: STACKS BP605 .C38 C48 2000

Literacy, Access, and Libraries Among the Language Minority Population / edited by  
Rebecca Constantino.  
Call No: STACKS Z711.8 .L58 1998

Living with Music: Ralph Ellison's Jazz Writings / by Ralph Ellison; edited by Robert G.  
O'Meally.  
Call No: STACKS ML3507 .E45 2001

The Logic of Life: A History of Heredity / by Francois Jacob; translated by Betty E.  
Spillmann; with a new preface by the author.  
Call No: STACKS QH428 .J313 1993
Loss Within Loss: Artists in the Age of AIDS / edited by Edmund White; in cooperation with The Estate Project for Artists with AIDS.
        Call No: STACKS NX180 .A36 L67 2001

        Call No: STACKS HQ18 .U5 M35 2002

Making a Difference for America's Children: Speech Language Pathologists in Public Schools / by Barbara J. Moore-Brown, Judy K. Montgomery; with a foreword by Thomas Hehir.
        Call No: STACKS LB3454 .M66 2001

Mary Shelley in Her Times / edited by Betty T. Bennett and Stuart Curran.
        Call No: STACKS PR5398 .M37 2000

Masculinities, Gender Relations, and Sport / edited by Jim McKay, Michael A. Messner, and Don Sabo.
        Call No: STACKS GV706.5 .M365 2000

Mastering Windows NT Server 4 / by Mark Minasi.
        Call No: STACKS QA76.76 .O63 M574 2000

The Meaning of Shakespeare / by Harold Clarke Goddard.

Media Messages: What Film, Television, and Popular Music Teach Us About Race, Class, Gender, and Sexual Orientation / by Linda Holtzman.
        Call No: STACKS P94.5 .M552 U646 2000

Men in the Off Hours / by Anne Carson.
        Call No: STACKS PS3553 .A7667 M46 2000

Merz: in the Beginning was Merz: From Kurt Schwitters to the Present Day / edited by Susanne Meyer-Buser and Karin Orchard; [translation from the German, Fiona Elliott].
        Call No: OVERSIZE N6888 .S42 A4 2000

The Metaphysical Club / by Louis Menand.
        Call No: STACKS E169.1 .M546 2001

Mexican Consuls and Labor Organizing: Imperial Politics in the American Southwest / by Gilbert G. Gonzalez.

Mies in America / edited by Phyllis Lambert; essays by Werner Oechslin ... [et al.]; photographs by Guido Guidi and Richard Pare.
        Call No: STACKS NA1088 .M65 M5 2001

Milestones in Health and Medicine / by Anne S. Harding.
        Call No: REFERENCE R133 .H36 2000

        Call No: STACKS BD418.3 .F627
Modern Art and America: Alfred Stieglitz and His New York Galleries / by Sarah Greenough with essays by William C. Agee ... [et al.]
   Call No: STACKS N6512 .5 .M63 M6 2000

Modernism Rediscovered = Die wiedereindeckte Moderne = La redécouverte d’un modernisme / text by Pierluigi Serraino & photos by Julius Shulman.
   Call No: STACKS NA712 .S47 2000

Moliere: A Theatrical Life / by Virginia Scott.
   Call No: STACKS PQ1852 .S44 2000

More Than a Historian: The Political and Economic Thought of Charles A. Beard / by Clyde W. Barrow.
   Call No: STACKS JC212 .B37 2000

Motivation: a Biobehavioural Approach / by Roderick Wong.
   Call No: STACKS BF503 .W665 2000

My Dolly / by Woody Guthrie; pictures by Vladimir Radunsky.
   Call No: JUVENILE PZ8.3 .G9635 My 2001

Narratives in Action: A Strategy for Research and Analysis / by Stanton Wortham; foreword by Kenneth J. Gergen.
   Call No: STACKS CT25 .W67 2001


Native Peoples of the Southwest / by Trudy Griffin-Pierce.
   Call No: STACKS E78 .S7 G76 2000

The New Meaning of Educational Change / by Michael G. Fullan.
   Call No: STACKS LA412 .F85 2001

New Milennial Sexstyles / by Carol Siegel.
   Call No: STACKS HQ18 .U5 S55 2000


Nigerian Chiefs: Traditional Power in Modern Politics, 1890s-1990s / by Olufemi Vaughan.
   Call No: STACKS DT515 .45 .Y67 V38 2000

Nineteenth-century Media and the Construction of Identities / edited by Laurel Brake, Bill Bell, and David Finkelstein.
Call No: STACKS PN5124 .P4 N56 2000

No Surrender! No Retreat!: African American Pioneer Performers of Twentieth-century American Theater / by Glenda E. Gill.
Call No: STACKS PN2286 .G55 2000

Nuevo Mexico Profundo: Rituals of an Indo-hispano Homeland / [photographs by Miguel Gandert; essays by Enrique R. Lamadrid ... et al.].
Call No: STACKS F805 .S75 G36 2000

Call No: STACKS NX504 .S29 1989 (3 copies; one on Reserve)

Old Order Mennonites: Rituals, Beliefs, and Community / by Daniel B. Lee.
Call No: STACKS BX8129 .O43 L44 2000

Olympic Architecture 2000: Building Sydney / by Patrick Bingham-Hall.

Call No: STACKS Z1001 .H33 2000 (3 copies; one in Reference)

The Origin of Mountains / by Cliff Ollier and Colin Pain.
Call No: STACKS QE621 .O45 2000

Oscar Wilde: Recent Research: A Supplement to "Oscar Wilde Revalued" / by Ian Small.
Call No: STACKS PR5823 .S632 2000

Othermindednes: The Emergence of Network Culture / by Michael Joyce.
Call No: STACKS PN3377 .C57 J69 2000

Outdoor Play: Teaching Strategies With Young Children / by Jane P. Perry; foreword by Doris Pronin Fromberg.
Call No: STACKS LB1140.35 .P55 P47 2001


Call No: OVERSIZE NC248 .P5 A4 2000

Call No: STACKS RJ506 .A9 P29 2000
A Passion for Difference: Essays in Anthropology and Gender / by Henrietta L. Moore.
   Call No: STACKS GN33.8 .M66 1994

Peasant Fires: The Drummer of Niklashausen / by Richard Wunderli.
   Call No: STACKS BR857 .N55 W86 1992

   Call No: STACKS PS2030 .C33 2000

   Call No: STACKS RJ463 .I54 A79 1998

Pelagius's Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans: Translated With Introduction and Notes / by Theodore de Bruyn.
   Call No: STACKS BS2665 .P4213 1993

   Call No: STACKS PE1464 .L68 2000 (also in Reference)

The Penguin International Dictionary of Contemporary Biography from 1900 to the Present / by Edward Vernoff and Rima Shore.
   Call No: REFERENCE CT103 .V39 2001

Performing History: Theatrical Representations of the Past in Contemporary Theatre / by Freddie Rokem.
   Call No: STACKS PN1879 .H65 R65 2000

Philip Roth Considered: The Concentrationary Universe of the American Writer / by Steven Milowitz.
   Call No: STACKS PS3568 .O855 Z82 2000

The Philosophical Legacy of Behaviorism / edited by Bruce A. Thyer.
   Call No: STACKS BF199 .P45 1999

The Philosophical Roots of Anthropology / by William Y. Adams.
   Call No: STACKS GN33 .A33 1998

Philosophy of Law: An Introduction / by Mark Tebbit.
   Call No: STACKS K230 .T43 A37 2000

Physics To a Degree / by E.G. Thomas and D.J. Raine.
   Call No: STACKS QC32 .T46 2000

A Place to Stand: The Making of a Poet / by Jimmy Santiago Baca.

Planning the Unthinkable: How New People Will Use Nuclear, Biological, and

Polish-American Folklore / by Deborah Anders Silverman. Call No: STACKS GR111 .P65 S55 2000

Postmodernity / by Barry Smart. Call No: STACKS HM73 .S585 1993


Prismatic Metropolis: Inequality in Los Angeles / by Lawrence D. Bobo ... [et al.], editors. Call No: STACKS HN79 .C22 L677 2000


The Pursuit of Perfect Packing / by Tomaso Aste and Denis Weaire. Call No: STACKS QA166.7 .A78 2000


Rape, Incest, Battery: Women Writing Out the Pain / Miriam Kalman Harris, editor. Call No: STACKS PS508 .S48 R37 2000


Reading Rorty: Critical Responses to Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature
(and beyond) / edited by Alan R. Malachowski; associate editor Jo Burrows.
Call No: STACKS B53 .R682 1990

Real Men or Real Teachers? : Contradictions in the Lives of Men Elementary School Teachers / by Paul Sargent.
Call No: STACKS LB1776.2 .S27 2001

Realism in 20th Century Painting / by Brendan Prendevile.
Call No: STACKS ND196 .R4 P74 2000

Call No: STACKS PR6019 .O9 U6522 2000

Call No: STACKS N6512.5 .C64 R43 2001

Recruiting Good College Faculty: Practical Advice for a Successful Search / by Baron Perlman, Lee I. McCann.
Call No: STACKS LB2332.72 .P47 1996

The Red Army in Romania / by Constantin Hlihor and Ioan Scurtu.
Call No: STACKS D766.4 .H58 2000

Reflections on the Russian Soul: A Memoir / by Dmitry S. Likhachev.
Call No: STACKS DK268 .L46 A3 2000

The Regional City: Planning for the End of Sprawl / by Peter Calthorpe, William Fulton; foreword by Robert Fishman.
Call No: STACKS HT392 .C28 2001

Rehabilitative Audiology: Children and Adults / editors, Jerome G. Alpiner, Patricia A. McCarthy.
Call No: STACKS RF297 .R44 2000

Call No: STACKS BL2525 .R4616 2000

Call No: STACKS BL2620 .N45 R45 1989

Resemblance & Disgrace: Alexander Pope and the Deformation of Culture / by Helen Deutsch.
Call No: STACKS PR3634 .D48 1996

Call No: STACKS LB2822.2 .L44
*Rethinking Estate and Gift Taxation* / William G. Gale, James R. Hines, Jr., Joel Slemrod, editors.
Call No: STACKS KF6572 .R48 2001

*Rethinking Rape* / by Ann J. Cahill.
Call No: STACKS HV6558 .C34 2001

*Rock and Roll is Here to Stay: An Anthology* / edited by William McKeen; introduction by Peter Guralnick.
Call No: STACKS ML3534 .R613 2000

*A Room at a Time: How Women Entered Party Politics* / by Jo Freeman.
Call No: STACKS HQ1236.5 .U6 F74 2000

*Royal Academy Illustrated 2001: A Selection from the 233rd Summer Exhibition* / edited by Peter Blake.
Call No: STACKS N5054 .R694 2001

*Sacred Cows and Golden Geese: the Human Cost of Experiments on Animals* / by C. Ray Greek and Jean Swingle Greek; foreword by Jane Goodall.
Call No: STACKS HV4915 .G73 2000

*Sails of the Herring Fleet: Essays on Beckett* / by Herbert Blau.
Call No: STACKS PR6003 .E282 Z576 2000

*Satire and Sentiment, 1660-1830: Stress Points in the English Augustan Tradition* / by Claude Rawson.
Call No: STACKS PR935 .R39 2000

Call No: STACKS HV6626.2 .R37 2000

*Schopenhauer, Philosophy, and the Arts* / edited by Dale Jacquette.
Call No: STACKS B3149 .A4 S37 1996

Call No: STACKS Q183.3 .T42 H684 2001

*Scrawl Too: More Dirt* / [by] Liz Farrelly [and others], local photography: Ric Blackshaw [and others].
Call No: STACKS ND2590 .S383 2001

*Securing the Future: Investing in Children from Birth to College* / by Sheldon Danziger and Jane Waldfogel, editors.
Call No: STACKS HV741 .S385 2000

*Seeking Ultimates: An Intuitive Guide to Physics* / by Peter T. Landsberg.
Call No: STACKS QC23 .L324 2001
Call No: STACKS HQ27 .S257 2000

Shakespeare on Love and Friendship / by Allan Bloom.  
Call No: STACKS PR3069 .L6 B58 2000

Shaping our Mothers' World: American Women's Magazines / by Nancy A. Walker.  
Call No: STACKS PN4879 .W35 2000

Short Order Macromedia Fireworks 2.0 / by Nancy Martin and Ronnie Sampson.  
Call No: STACKS T385 .M36645 2000

Sigmund Freud / by Pamela Thurschwell.  
Call No: STACKS BF173 .T555 2000

Signifying Art: Essays on Art After 1960 / by Marjorie Welsh.  
Call No: STACKS N6512 .W39 1999

The Skin We're in: Teaching our Children to be Emotionally Strong, Socially Smart, Spiritually Connected / by Janie Victoria Ward.  
Call No: STACKS HQ769 .W27 2000

Call No: STACKS HT1161 .M67 2000

The Social History of Imperial Russia, 1700-1917 / by Boris Mironov with Ben Eklof.  

A Society Without Fathers or Husbands: the Na of China / by Cai Hua ; translated by Asti Hustvedt.  
Call No: STACKS DS731 .N39 H8313 2001

Some Ether / by Nick Flynn.  
Call No: STACKS PS3556 .L894 S66 2000

Call No: STACKS PA4414 .A1 M84 2000

The Soul of Socrates / by Nalin Ranasinghe.  

Splendors of Islam: Architecture, Decoration, and Design / by Dominique Clevenot; photographs by Gerard Degeorge.  
Call No: OVERSIZE NA380 .C5713 2000

Call No: STACKS PS3569 .C5178 S36 2000

Supreme Court Decisions and Women's Rights: Milestones to Equality / edited by Clare Cushman; foreword by Ruth Bader Ginsburg; sponsored by the Supreme Court Historical Society.
Call No: STACKS KF4758 .A7 S87 2001

*Surrealist Painters and Poets: An Anthology* / edited by Mary Ann Caws.
   Call No: STACKS PQ1170 .E6 S8 2001

*Susan Point: Coast Salish Artist* / edited by Gary Wyatt; by Michael Kew ... [et al.]; photographs by Kenji Nagai.
   Call No: STACKS E99 .S21 S86 2000

   Call No: STACKS HG3881 .S5372 2000

*Teachers Caught in the Action: Professional Development that Matters* / by Ann Lieberman, Lynne Miller, editors.
   Call No: STACKS LB1731 .T4198 2001

*Teaching Economics as if People Mattered: A High School Curriculum Guide to the New Economy* / by Tamara Sober Gieek with United for a Fair Economy.
   Call No: STACKS HB523 .G53 2000

*Terminal Identity: The Virtual Subject in Postmodern Science Fiction* / by Scott Bukatman.
   Call No: STACKS PS374 .S35 B84 1993

*The Throne of Labdacus* / by Gjertrud Schnackenberg.
   Call No: STACKS PS3569 .C5178 T48 2000

*Touching Eternity: The Enduring Outcomes of Teaching* / by Tom Barone; foreword by David C. Berliner.
   Call No: STACKS LA2317 .F663 B37 2001

*Towards a Philosophy of Photography* / by Vilem Flusser.
   Call No: STACKS TR183 .F5813 2000

*Turkey’s Transformation and American Policy* / Morton Abramowitz, editor.
   Call No: STACKS E183.8 .T8 T69 2000

*Uncertain Lives: Children of Promise, Teachers of Hope* / by Robert V. Bullough, Jr.; foreword by Nel Noddings.
   Call No: STACKS LC4091 .B85 2001

*Understanding James Welch* / by Ron McFarland.
   Call No: STACKS PS3573 .E44 Z78 2000

   Call No: STACKS E78 .N78 S446 2000

*The United States and Human Rights: Looking Inward and Outward* / edited by David P. Forsythe.
Call No: STACKS KF4749 .U55 2000

_The United States Capitol: Designing and Decorating a National Icon_ / edited by Donald R. Kennon.
Call No: STACKS NA4411 .U55 2000

_The Vanishing: Shakespeare, the Subject, and Early Modern Culture_ / by Christopher Pye.
Call No: STACKS PN56 .M54 P94 2000

_Variations on a Blue Guitar: The Lincoln Center Institute Lectures on Aesthetic Education_ / by Maxine Greene.
Call No: STACKS NX284.4 .N7 G74 2001

_The Voice of America and the Domestic Propaganda Battles, 1945-1953_ / by David F. Krugler.
Call No: STACKS HE8697.45 .U6 K78 2000

_Walking Where We Lived: Memoirs of a Mono Indian Family_ / by Gaylen D. Lee; foreword by Mark Q. Sutton.

_Web studies: Rewiring Media Studies for the Digital Age_ / edited by David Gauntlett.
Call No: STACKS P94.6 .W43 2000 (2 copies)

Call No: YOUNG ADULT PZ7 .B29233 Wh 2001 (2 copies)

_What is Feminism?: An Introduction to Feminist Theory_ / by Chris Beasley.
Call No: STACKS HQ1190 .B39 1999

Call No: STACKS HC108 .C4 P47 2000

Call No: STACKS BF175.4 .R44 R33 2000

_Where We Stand: Class Matters_ / by Bell Hooks.
Call No: STACKS HN90 .S6 H66 2000

Call No: STACKS LC2741 .W38 2001

"Why Fly That Way?": Linking Community and Academic Achievement / by Kathy Greeley; foreword by Deborah Meier.
Call No: STACKS LC192.4 .G74 2000

Call No: STACKS PS3505 .A87 Z5 2000
William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet / retold by Bruce Coville; pictures by Dennis Nolan.
   Call No: YOUNG ADULT PR2878 .R6 C68 1999

Women and Power in Native North America / edited by Laura F. Klein and Lillian A. Ackerman.
   Call No: STACKS E98 .W8 W657 1995

Women Artists: Works from the National Museum of Women in the Arts / by Nancy Heller; contributors, Susan Fisher Sterling ... [et al.].
   Call No: OVERSIZE N8354 .N38 2000 (2 copies)

Women Short-Changed by History / by Barbara Venton Montgomery.
   Call No: STACKS HQ1410 .M65 1998

Women's Almanac.
   Call No: REFERENCE HQ1101 .W7562 2000

The Women's Liberation Movement in America / by Kathleen C. Berkeley.
   Call No: REFERENCE HQ1421 .B47 1999

Working Equal: Academic Couples as Collaborators / by Elizabeth G. Creamer and associates.
   Call No: STACKS LB1778.45 .C74 2001

Working in America: An Eyewitness History / by Catherine Reef.
   Call No: STACKS HD8066 .R44 2000

World Development Report, 1997
   Call No: COMPACT SHELVING HC59.7 .W659 [date]

   Call No: STACKS BL80.2 .W66 2002

Writing Across Languages / edited by Gerd Brauer.
   Call No: STACKS PB36 .W77 2000

Yehudi Menuhin: A Life / by Humphrey Burton.
   Call No: STACKS ML418 .M27 B87 2001

Yen Bloc: Toward Economic Integration in Asia / by C.H. Kwan.
   Call No: STACKS HC412 .K895 2001

Youth at Work: The Unionized Fast-Food and Grocery Workplace / by Stuart Tannock.
   Call No: STACKS HD6276 .N68 T363 2001